FEATURE

Total protection
from Wiley-X
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W

ith a 30-year
heritage of
supplying the
outdoor market
and military,
the Wiley-X brand now has 39
different polarising models in its
extensive fishing catalogue, all
of which offer a whole range of
unique features that not only allow
wearers to experience amazing
lens clarity but also deliver supertough build quality and overall eye
protection.
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With eyewear being a hot area in
the angling market, world-renowned
eyewear brand Wiley-X has not only
expanded its extensive range of lens
options but is also offering a prescriptionready service for wearers who require
bespoke sunglasses.
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All models feature Filter 8
technology, which is WileyX’s multi-layer polarising lens
that incorporates eight layers
to create shatterproof Selonite
polycarbonate lenses.These
not only offer 100 per cent
polarisation and UV protection
but are regarded as some of the
toughest lenses on the planet,
thanks to the ANSI High Velocity
Impact (HVP) rating that is
present across the entire range.
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The Technology

Wiley’s heritage is based
around offering groundbreaking
protection that will protect your
vision. Here’s a breakdown of
all the technology that Wiley-X
employs through its entire range
of protective eyewear:
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This
proprietary
polarised
lens technology adds 100 per
cent polarisation to 100 per
cent ultra-violet protection for
unequalled clarity and contrast.
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patented
Cavity Seal blocks out wind,
debris and peripheral light.
Wychwood Tackle’s big-fish specialist,
Nigel Sharp, is a massive fan of the Rebel.

Triloid nylon frames continue the Wiley-X
theme of superior protection, being virtually
unbreakable, so these sunglasses will last.
There are also three additional
impact ratings applied across
specific models, topping out
with the famed ballistic rating
that meets or exceeds military
standards for ballistic impact; put
in basic terms, they can withstand
the impact of a .15 projectile fired
at 700km/h!
Add to this lenses that cannot
be pushed out of the frame
towards the user’s eye and you can
see why they’re a must-have for
anglers who are dealing with leads
travelling at speed.
All Wiley-X frames feature a
U-shaped design that eliminates
side and backlight glare,
improving the wearer’s experience
and, with several models featuring
the removable patented Facial
Cavity Seal, fitted to eliminate
dust and pollen ingress and wind
irritation, it’s easy to see why
Wiley-X is proud of its use of
protective technology.

compromising the protective
standards of the lens.
Manufactured using Shamir
Direct Lens Technology, wearers
who opt for this service can rest
assured that they retain all of their
eyewear’s protective qualities.
Triloid nylon frames continue
the Wiley-X theme of superior
protection, being virtually
unbreakable and a massive plus
point for wearers who want total
reassurance that whatever they

throw at them, their sunglasses
will last the course.
Pat MacInnes, marketing
manager for Wiley-X’s UK
angling distributor Leeda, had
this to say about the brand:
“We’ve had a great reception to
Wiley-X from anglers across
disciplines, not only because they
perform amazingly but because
each pair really is based around
total protection for the user’s eye,
something that regular sunglasses
can’t offer with assurance.
“There are 17 additions to
the range this year, more than
our major competitors, and with
pricing changes what really does
make them even more appealing
is that it’s never been better value
to buy into Wiley-X’s mantra of
‘Absolute.Total. Protection’.”
The full Wiley-X 2015 fishing
catalogue can be downloaded
from www.wileyx.eu

As you like it

For wearers who require a
prescription lens, virtually all
frame models are RX Ready,
the brand’s way of enabling a
bespoke lens to be fitted without

Fish ‘O’ Mania finalist Abbi Kendall
sporting her WX Brick eyewear.

Leeda (Richard Farnan)
T: 01908 442950
E: richard.farnan@leeda.co.uk
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Z87.1 high velocity impact
safety and optical standards.
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EU. Personal Eye-Protection
Standard.
Eye-Protection Category:
Increased robustness – Spectacles
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Certified
to the EN.166 (F) norm –EU.
Personal Eye-Protection
Standard.
Eye-Protection Category: Low
energy impact – Spectacles
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MILPRF-32432 Ballistic and
MCEP (Military Combat Eye
Protection) standards, which
supersede all MIL-SPEC
standards.

Wiley
RX Rim System
W
Wi
l XR
expands the available
prescription range up to +5.00/7.00.

Wiley
Wil
Wi
l X fframes can be fitted
with a prescription safety
lens that meets the safety
requirements.
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